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OPEN BOOK

What does it mean to have a true 
development strategic alliance?
When considering your upcoming data center build 
what alignment does your company have with its 
prospective landlord or developer? 

TRANSPARENCY

EXPERIENCE FLEXIBILITY

Skybox Datacenters combines 50 million SF of corporate build to suit projects with 4 million SF of mission critical experience to 
create our unique Open Book BTS program which thoughtfully aligns the interests of the client and the developer. 

If we save money on construction does that 
decrease my rent or increase their bottom line?

Is my developer tied to a certain design 
for my benefit or their bandwidth?

When a problem comes up will I get 
meaningful solutions or change orders?



TEAM EXPERIENCE BTS

The Skybox team has completed over 4M SF of mission critical projects 
across North America.  Recent data center developments include both 
powered shell and turnkey wholesale solutions.  Rob Morris, Chief 
Executive Officer, leads the site selection and design criteria for 
Skybox.

OPEN BOOK

Data Center Expertise

Skybox Houston One       100,000 SF / 12.5 MW 2800 Summit                    110,000 SF / 26.5 MW

Skybox Datacenters partnered with former senior executives at Trammell Crow Company, the largest development firm in the United 
States for our first few projects. Their experience is comprised of over 50M SF of real estate development projects, a significant portion 
of which were BTS projects on behalf of enterprise clients sampled below. 

Core RE Development & BTS Experience

The Skybox team has unique experience with creating financing structures, and deep relationships with capital sources required to 
execute them.  Diversity in both debt and equity are paramount to creating the most cost effective lease structures for clients rather 
than the typical single source capital models seen in the data center space.  “One size fits all” is typically not the best solution for a 
purpose built pre-leased facility. 

Travis Young, Chief Financial Officer, and Haynes Strader, Chief Development Officer lead these efforts for Skybox due to their prior 
careers in investment banking and private equity. 

Creative Financing

Office Manufacturing Data Center Manufacturing Office Data Center



TRANSPARENT PROCESS BTS

Our build to suit clients are truly aligned with us.  We agree on a scope, 
structure and rent constant, then jointly develop the project in a 
transparent manner.  This is a process that our partners have honed over 
the past 35 years at the Trammell Crow Company and Bandera Ventures 
with various product types.  It is a new approach to development in the 
data center space which we believe our clients will see tremendous value 
in.

OPEN BOOK

Open Book

Clients can choose to be an integral part of assembling the design, construction, 
engineering, project management and other project team members. We have a 
history of integrating client team members to the development team during 
both build to suit and speculatively built projects. While team integration is a 
client option, Skybox Datacenters thrives in these collaborative environments.

Client Integrated Project Team

Skybox is not tied to a particular data center design, construction method or 
equipment vendor.  However, existing Skybox designs (Skybox 10k or Skybox 5k) 
are available to clients as a fully fitted solution or starting point for further 
modification.  It’s your data center, we’re simply building it as you wish.

Custom Design

SKYBOX 10K DESIGN 
4 DATA HALLS x 10k SF RAISED FLOOR



DEAL FLEXIBILITY BTS

Skybox Datacenters has the nimbleness required to strike the right 
balance of risk and cost for our clients, and their desired level of 
participation in the project.

OPEN BOOK

Cost vs Risk

Skybox can work with clients to analyze, compare and decide on what 
type and how much flexibility to build into the project to allow for 
incremental expansion options for both power and space.

Power & Space Flexibility

Skybox can structure a transaction to meet each client’s unique 
accounting (e.g. operating versus capital lease, maximize EBITDA), tax 
(e.g. cost segregation, marginal tax rate planning) or budgeting 
compliance issues (e.g. scheduled cash flow timing).

Financial Structuring

SKYBOX HOUSTON ONE 
CONCRETE ROOF DECK POUR

SKYBOX HOUSTON ONE 
OFFICE ENTRY AT DUSK
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OPEN BOOK

Skybox doesn’t simply build data centers.  
We build alliances.

DALLAS

214 347 0553 
3131 TURTLE CREEK BLVD, SUITE 310 
DALLAS, TX 75219

HOUSTON

713 999 4400 
22000 FRANZ ROAD 
KATY, TX 77449

1 800 480 3806 

@SKYBOXDCS 
WWW.SKYBOXDATACENTERS.COM 


